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Polarization measurement

Observations at >2 different HWP angles to reconstruct Stokes parameters I, Q, U
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where I is the total intensity, Rxy is the detector response,
Txy is the optics transmission. The± is− and+ for TRANS
and REFLEX arrays respectively. The additional termOxy is
to account for a an arbitrary electrical offset.

For a perfect HWP, β = 0 and γ = 0.5, and there is no
term in 2ω in Equ. 8 which simplifies in

m= RxyTxyI× [1± pcos2ψcos4ω± psin2ψsin4ω ]+Oxy.

(9)

In terms of the Stokes parameters as defined in the instru-
ment reference frame, this equations writes

m= RxyTxy× [I±Qcos4ω±Usin4ω ]+Oxy. (10)

4.2 Photometric Model

It is important to be able to estimate the optical power falling
on individual stages of the instrument during the instrument
definition. This is critical for the focal plane, since bolome-
ters are optimized for a given background level and their
response would degrade for unadapted background values.
The total power falling on one pixel must therefore be pre-
dicted accurately, both for in-flight conditions, but also un-
der ground conditions, to ensure that useful data can be ob-
tained during ground calibrations.

We have developped a photometric model for the PILOT
instrument, which allows to compute the total background
power Ptot as light propagates through the instrument. In the
far-Infrared, the backgound is dominated by the instrument
emission, and, on the ground, by atmospheric emission. This
model was used to adjust the background level during flight
to the level acceptable for the bolometer arrays, which is
of a ≃ 4 pW per pixel. The model was also used to set the
transmission of a density filter which is added on one of the
cold screens of the cryostat in order to adapt the background
power during ground measurements. The model also pre-
dicts the spectral transmission between any optical elements
in the system, which we use to predict total transmission,
but also to adjust the level of the ICS source so that its con-
tribution remains well bellow the instrumental background.

The background power Ptot is computed using:

Ptot =
N

∑
i=1

Pi (11)

Pi = SpixΩi

∫ ∞

0
Tri+1(ν)εi(ν)Bν (Ti,ν)Fτ(ν)dν, (12)

(13)
where, optical elements numbers (from1 to N) increase along
the light-path through the instrument. Tri+1(ν) is the to-
tal optical transmission at frequency ν from optical element
number i+1 to the bolometer and is given by

Tri+1(ν) =
N

∏
j=i+1

Tr j(ν). (14)

Table 1 gives the list of these elements as well as their tem-
peratures for the two PILOT photometric channels. Tri(ν)
is the total optical transmission of optical element number
i, εi(ν) is the emissivity of optical element i, Bν(Ti,ν) is
the Planck function at frequency ν for temperature Ti of the
optical element i, Spix is the bolometer matrix pixel surface
and Ωi is the solid angle under which photometric element
number i is shinning on individual pixels. For the two photo-
metric channels of PILOT and elements after the Lyot stop,
SpixΩi = 7.1910−8 m2/sr. The term Fτ(ν) represents the ef-
fective transmission of filter i over its own emission and is
computed as by

Fτ(ν) =
1− e−τi(ν)

τi(ν)
, (15)

τi(ν) = −log(Tri(ν)). (16)

We assume a fixed emissivity for each element, which
we generally infered from the litterature for hematerial com-
posing the element. For the residual atmosphere, we com-
puted the transmission curve using the MODTRAN model
at 38 km altitude and an elevation angle of 45o, which we
used to infer the atmosphere emissivity in the PILOT bands
assuming the transmission to be fully due to absorption (ε =
1.− Tr). For the entrance window, we inferred the emis-
sivity from FTS measurements of the transmission of bulk
polyethylene, assuming no reflection (ε = 1.− Tr), scaled
to the thickness of the flight window (200µm). The emis-
sivity of the primary miror M1 of 0.01 is an estimate cor-
responding to the requirement to the provider for the newly
constructed miror and is likely to degrade with aging of the
miror.

The transmission of lenses L1 and L2 was computed us-
ing FTS measurements of the transmission of bulk polyethy-
lene to derive the absorption coefficient and using the aver-
age length of optical rays through each lens, computed us-
ing the ZemaxTM software for a position at the center of the
focal plane. The spectral transmission curves of other opti-
cal elements are taken from FTS subsystem measurements.
The resulting total transmission of the instrument is shown
in Fig. 10. For the detectors, the transmission value listed
corresponds to the detector efficiency. The derived optical
background power contribution of each optical element is
given in Table 1.

The total background in the two channels is given in
Tab. 1. In the flight configuration, the background is com-
puted to be about 5.7 and 4.0 in the 240µm and 550µm
channels respectively. Note that this is the background ab-
sorbed by the detector, ie, that the value does include the de-
tector absorptivity. This value is compatible with the back-
ground level acceptable for the detectors in the 240µmchan-
nel, and the value at 550µm was used to specify the fabri-
cation of detectors for this channel. The photometric model
was also used to estimate the expected background level dur-
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posing the element. For the residual atmosphere, we com-
puted the transmission curve using the MODTRAN model
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used to infer the atmosphere emissivity in the PILOT bands
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The transmission of lenses L1 and L2 was computed us-
ing FTS measurements of the transmission of bulk polyethy-
lene to derive the absorption coefficient and using the aver-
age length of optical rays through each lens, computed us-
ing the ZemaxTM software for a position at the center of the
focal plane. The spectral transmission curves of other opti-
cal elements are taken from FTS subsystem measurements.
The resulting total transmission of the instrument is shown
in Fig. 10. For the detectors, the transmission value listed
corresponds to the detector efficiency. The derived optical
background power contribution of each optical element is
given in Table 1.

The total background in the two channels is given in
Tab. 1. In the flight configuration, the background is com-
puted to be about 5.7 and 4.0 in the 240µm and 550µm
channels respectively. Note that this is the background ab-
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Data processing and map-making  

Data processing before the map-making 
- Data Calibration: atmospheric response map corrected for time variations using the ICS signal
- Atmospheric subtraction
- Time constant correction

Two different pipelines for the map-making:  

• ROMAXPol [De Gasperis et al 2005]  : 

    Developed for Planck, improved version (with residuals and polar errors) 
• ScanamorphosPol : 

    Based on the Scanamorphos code [H. Roussel, 2013] developed for Herschel
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Preliminary PILOT Intensity maps obtained 
with Scanamorphos or simple map-making 
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Galactic plane and star forming regions

Intensity maps



• The galactic center region (L0): very bright but weakly polarized: challenging! 
• The BICEP field: weak emission, polarization fraction ~20 % : challenging!

BICEP
30x12°

L0
2x5°

Current targets of the PILOT data analysis



The galactic center region (L0)

Intensity maps
L0

L30

Orion rho-Ophiuchi

Preliminary PILOT Intensity maps obtained 
with Scanamorphos or simple map-making 

2°

• 4 PILOT observations
• Very bright: check data calibration, detector responses and inter-calibration 
• Unique line of sight to sample the bulk of the galactic emission
• Steep dust emissivity in intensity (          ) 
    what about the polarized SED?

� � 2 [The Planck Coll., PIR XIX 2015]

[The PILOT Collaboration, Mangilli et al., in prep.]



  PILOT DATA (full resolution)

Total Intensity polar Q polar U

preliminary polarization results Planck 850 mic in L0 field 
maps shown in EQU-IAU convention 
at pixel size 1.7’ (Nside=2048)

SIMS (Planck, resolution 5’)

Preliminary polarization results PILOT data in L0 field

Total Intensity polar Q polar U

maps shown in EQU-IAU convention 
at pixel size 1.7’ (Nside=2048)

Preliminary polarization results PILOT data in L0 field

Total Intensity polar Q polar U

maps shown in EQU-IAU convention 
at pixel size 1.7’ (Nside=2048)

The galactic center region (L0)

Preliminary!

Intensity maps

ROMA mapmaking [de Gasperis+ 2005]

[The PILOT Collaboration, Mangilli et al., in prep.]



Polarization fraction in the galactic center

Preliminary!

Intensity maps

ROMA mapmaking [de Gasperis+ 2005]

0.1

Average PILOT polarization fraction in the galactic plane : few %
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Table 1: Main optical characteristics of the PILOT instrument.

Telescope Type Gregorian
Equivalent focal length [mm] 1790
Numerical aperture F/2.5
FOV [o] 1.0⇥0.8
Ceiling altitude ⇠3 hPa
Pointing reconstruction translation= 100 , rotation= 600 , 1s
Gondola Mass ⇠1100 kg
Primary mirror type Off-axis parabolic
Primary mirror dimension [mm] 930 x 830
M1 used surface projeted diameter [mm] 730
Focal length [mm] 750
Detector type Multiplexed bolometer arrays
Number of Detectors 2048
Detector temperature [mK] 300
Sampling rate [Hz] 40
Sensitivity [0.98-6.28] MJy/sr at 240 mm
(3-s in 3.50 ) [0.33-2.13] MJy/sr at 550 mm
Photometric channels SW Band LW Band
l0 [ µm] 240 550
n0 [GHz] 1250 545
Dn/n 0.27 0.31
beam FWHM [0 ] 1.9 3.3
Minimum Strehl Ratio 0.95 0.98

Bidon
Fig. 1: Variations in altitude of the balloon during flight 1.

(see for instance [?]). The light polarization fraction p and
polarization direction y are then defined as:

p =

p
Q2 +U2

I
(3)

and

y = 0.5⇥ arctan(U,Q). (4)

3 The PILOT flights and observations

PILOT is carried to the stratosphere by a generic CNES gon-
dola suspended beneath an open stratospheric balloon oper-
ated by the French National Space Agency (CNES). PILOT
uses 803Z class balloons with a Helium gas volume of ⇠ 800
000 m3 at ceiling altitude. The instrument can be pointed to
a given direction using the gondola motion around the flight
chain and motion around an elevation axis (see [8]). Sci-
entific observations are organized in individual tiles (also

called scenes) where a given rectangular region of the sky
is scanned by combining the azimuth and elevation axis of
the instrument.

The flight plan is built taking into account the various
observational constraints such as the visibility of astronom-
ical sources, the minimum angular distance between the in-
strument optical axis and bright sources such as the sun or
the moon, elevation limits due to the presence of the Earth
at low elevations and the balloon at high elevations. The ex-
pected performance of the instrument are taken into account
when establishing the flight plan in order to distribute the
observing time according to the science objectives require-
ments, and to evenly distribute polarization analysis direc-
tions (angle q in Eq. 2) for any given astronomical target.

3.1 Flight#1

The first flight of the PILOT experiment took place the launch
base facility at the airport of Timmins, Ontario, Canada on

P =
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observational constraints such as the visibility of astronom-
ical sources, the minimum angular distance between the in-
strument optical axis and bright sources such as the sun or
the moon, elevation limits due to the presence of the Earth
at low elevations and the balloon at high elevations. The ex-
pected performance of the instrument are taken into account
when establishing the flight plan in order to distribute the
observing time according to the science objectives require-
ments, and to evenly distribute polarization analysis direc-
tions (angle q in Eq. 2) for any given astronomical target.

3.1 Flight#1

The first flight of the PILOT experiment took place the launch
base facility at the airport of Timmins, Ontario, Canada on

[The PILOT Collaboration, Mangilli et al., in prep.]



L0 polarization angles : PILOT vs Planck

ψ = 1/2 arctan(U/Q)

Preliminary!

Intensity maps

ROMA mapmaking [de Gasperis+ 2005]

[The PILOT Collaboration, Mangilli et al., in prep.]



  Comparison with Planck

ψ = 1
2 ⋅ atan ( U

Q )
[The PILOT Collaboration, Mangilli et al. 2018 in prep.]
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[The PILOT Collaboration, Mangilli et al. 2018 in prep.]
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Magnetic field in the L0 region

Preliminary!

Intensity maps

ROMA mapmaking [de Gasperis+ 2005]

[The PILOT Collaboration, Mangilli et al., in prep.]

p(⌫)

• Pilot analysis on the galactic center confirms a good control of gain inter-calibration

• PILOT finds the orientation of the magnetic field along the galactic plane which is in 

agreement with expectations and with Planck at lower frequencies 

• SED polarization study            : comparison with other observations on going



450 mic 
polarization: 
Novak+03

Intensity maps
L0

L30

Orion rho-Ophiuchi

Preliminary PILOT Intensity maps obtained 
with Scanamorphos or simple map-making 

2°
PILOT map

100 mic 
polarization: 
Werner+88

PILOT beam

350 mic 
(blue) B 
direction: 
Chuss+03

100 mic 
polarization: 
Morris+92

350 mic B 
direction: 
Novak+00

Anna Mangilli - PCMI Conference - Marseille 25th - 29th June 2018

Magnetic field in the L0 region

PILOT: link in angular resolution and scales between these observations and Planck

Goal : SED from 100μm to 2mm

[The PILOT Collaboration, Mangilli et al., in prep.]



PILOT − “BICEP” region 
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PILOT − “BICEP” region 
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★4.8 h of data during flight2

★BICEP field observed 
with 4 tiles, each of 
them being observed 
at least twice with 
2 different HWP 
positions

★Goal signal to noise 
ratio of ~20 on the
polarized intensity 
integrated over the 
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★Unique data for 
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or for correlation analyses 
in CMB observations
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PILOT − Legacy 

coPILOT

IDS

EB
EX

20
13

SPICA-Pol

★ coPILOT: modification of PILOT will allow very accurate measurements of C+ (158 µm) 
total intensity. Dark molecular gas distribution in solar neighborhood, nearby galaxies. 
Phase A at CNES.

★ IDS (Inflation and Dust Surveyor): CMB B-modes + dust, proposed to NASA 2018. 
Contribution to provide PILOT attitude control + internal calibration source

★Bebop (sPICA-Pol): polarized instrument on SPICA. Design and science case strongly 
inspired from PILOT. Accepted in pre-phaseA/0.

★BOOST proposal (IRAP) to lower detector temperature to 150 mK. Increase in sensitivity 
by 2.7 for PILOT, up to 14 for CoPilot



PILOT − Summary 
★Operational and instrumental success of the PILOT two flights
★Unique experiment: observation of the dust polarization at 1.2 THz over large 

regions of the sky relevant for galactic science and for cosmology
★The polarization direction measured in the galactic center region is consistent with 

expectations and with Planck at lower frequency 
★Ongoing work : data processing refinement, uncertainties estimates in map-making, 

extend the analysis to L30, Rho-Ophiuchi, Orion, …
★PILOT legacy for future instruments
★Flight#3 in 2019 from the northern hemisphere?

[The PILOT Collaboration, Mangilli et al., ‘PILOT measurement of the galactic center polarization’,in prep.] 
[The PILOT Collaboration, Foenard et al., ‘PILOT In-flight performances’, sub 2018] 
[The PILOT Collaboration, Bernard et al., Experimental Astronomy, 2016] 
[The PILOT Collaboration, Mikawa et al., Experimental Astronomy, 2016]
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What do we know about dust polarization SED ?
We have very little constraints on the dust FIR polarized SED despite the 
importance for dust models (and CMB foreground)

• Accurate FIR Measurements are critically needed, sampling various environments 
to link alignment with dust optical properties

• PILOT : unique observations on large sky regions in the FIR 

Only 2 recent FIR measurements 
(BLASTPol balloon, VelaC, 1°sq): 
- [Gandilo et al. 2016]  
- [Ashton et al. 2017]

Polarized “emissivity” P353/
Pv (emission/extinction 
ratio): exceeds current 
model predictions ([Draine 
and Fraisse 2009]) by ~2.5

[Guillet et al. 2018]
[The Planck Coll., PIR XXI 2015]



Detector responses

Precisely measure the detector response variations 
is crucial for polarisation 

8 G. Foënard et al.

Bidon
Fig. 6: Focal plane image of the background as derived in flight for one observing session obtained during night observations. The four arrays
on the left (resp. right) belong to the TRANS (resp. REFLEX) focal planes, such that arrays 6 and 4 (or 2 and 8) are optical conjugates. In this
representation, elevation increases towards the top-left and cross-elevation increases towards the top-right corner of each focal plane. The same
convention and array numbering is used for all figures of the paper.

ized. In flight the fraction of polarization is similar to that
observed on the ground, but not the direction of polariza-
tion.

Figures 9 and 10 show variations of the signal observed
on each pixels for array 7 as a function of HWP positions
respectively for flights 1 and 2. These signal variations were
fitted by the following equation:

S =
1
2
(I ±Qcos4w ±U sin4w) (5)

were w is the fast axis of the HWP with respect to the
scan direction. I,Q,U are the fitted Stokes parameters in the
instrument reference frame. The minus sign is used for the
focal plane in transmission and the plus sign for the focal
plane in reflection.

The adjusted curves are shown in blue in the figures 9
and 10. We can see that for the first flight, pixels along
the edges of the focal plane show unexpected polarization
curves that cannot be fitted with the equation 5. This was
already seen in ground calibrations, and was due to reflec-
tionw by the image field stop. As shown in figure 10, the
increase in the size of the field stop between the two flights
has been effective since the polarization curves at the edge
of the matrices now show a behavior similar to that observed
for the rest of the pixels of the matrix. This study was also
used to determine the bad pixels for each matrix consider-
ing that those that showed abnormal polarization curves are
considered as failing.

4.3 Detector response

What we call detector response is the ability of a bolometer
to convert a flux variation into an electrical signal variation.
The detector response can vary with time because of many
different effects as e.g. background polarization, tempera-
ture variation, change in elevation. It is extremely important
to precisely measure this variations to calibrate the data. We

estimate the detectors response variations over both flights
by using the Internal Calibration Source (ICS). The ground
calibration tests have shown that the ICS flux is directly pro-
portional to the squared power dissipated therein (AM: Add
ref to ground test paper?). The response of the bolometer
to the ICS is thus defined as:

rICS =
D ICS

on�off Rre f I2
re f

hRon(hIoni2 �hIoffi2)i , (6)

where D ICS
on�off is the ICS signal difference in ADU units be-

tween the ICS on and off, averaged for each calibration se-
quence which typically accounts for ' 5 on-off. In practice

for each array and each calibration sequence D ICS
on�off

hRon(hIoni2�hIoffi2)i
is the 16x16 response matrix, where Ron is the ICS-on resis-
tance, hIon(off)i2 is the squared ICS on(off) current averaged
over each ICS sequence. Rre f = 300W and Ire f = 1.8mA are
the reference resistance and current used for normalization.

We apply a low-pass filter to all ICS data to correct for
amplitude drifts and we remove the residual atmospheric
emission in each timeline using a correlation with point-
ing elevation. In order to remove the effects associated with
the time constants of the bolometers, samples are removed
at the beginning and end of each ICS sequence. Also, we
only consider the ICS sequences when the half wave plate
is not moving and we discard the truncated ICS sequences
with less than 4 on-off (AM: This is the case for flight2,
OK also for flight1?). Fig. 11 shows the variations of the
array-averaged detector response to the ICS for the TRANS
focal plane arrays (array 2 and 6, top) and the REFLEX fo-
cal plane arrays (array 4, 7 and 8, bottom) during the sec-
ond flight. Step-like variations are clearly seen in both focal
planes with opposite shape as they are due to the background
polarization (see Sec. 4.2.2) which varies for different obser-
vations with different half wave plate positions. In general,
we observe that matrix 6 has the best response, being ' 25%
more responsive than Arrays 2 and 8. The variations in the
array-averaged response over time are between 3 and 4% for
all arrays.

We construct a linear model to reproduce the response
behavior for the whole Flight2. We consider a nine param-

[ADU], dim=[16,16,8,Nseq_calib]

• Temporal detector response variations:  Internal Calibration Source (ICS) 
ICS response:
The ground calibration tests have shown that the ICS flux is directly proportional to the squared 
power dissipated therein

• Spatial detector response variations: Atmosphere 
 Atmospheric response:
Atmosphere decorrelation from sky-dips or over the whole flight 
The response is the slope of this correlation

Flight2 observations are done at varying elevation: redundant scan angle + better constrain 
of the detector response variation.

Anna Mangilli - PILOT  05/12/2017



The galactic center region (L0) maps
[The PILOT Collaboration, Mangilli et al., in prep.]

Intensity maps
L0

L30

Orion rho-Ophiuchi

Preliminary PILOT Intensity maps obtained 
with Scanamorphos or simple map-making 

2°

Preliminary!

Intensity maps

ROMA mapmaking [de Gasperis+ 2005]
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Current data processing: atmospheric response map corrected for 
time variations using the ICS signal

Data Calibration

Sources of response variations:

• Change in elevation
• Temperature variations
• Instrumental background polarization
• …

PILOT in-flight performance 9

Bidon
Fig. 7: Variation of the background signal as a function of the HWP for all arrays during one observation of the second flight. The square modulation
of the ICS signal is visible on all arrays. The sine curve with opposite phase on the TRANS and REFLEX arrays is due to the polarization of the
instrumental background emission.

Bidon
Fig. 8: Histogram of the polarization angle y (left) and polarization
fraction p (right). The black, red and blue lines show the curves for all
pixels and the TRANS and REFLEX pixels respectively.

R(x,y, t) =
ratmo(x,y)

(rICS(x,y))normatmo
rICS(t) (7)

We construct a linear model to reproduce the response
behavior for the whole Flight2. We consider a nine param-
eter model with the following parameters: cosine and sine
of the HWP angle, elevation, altitude, the focal planes tem-
perature T300, the primary mirror temperature TM1, the en-
trance window temperature Tfen and the 77K screen tem-
perature T77. The array averaged ICS response model is de-
fined as:

rmodel
ICS =

Nparams

Â
i

ai
xpi

hxpii
+ const, (8)

where xpi is the template of a given parameter measured and
averaged for each calibration sequence.

Figure 12 shows in green the array-averaged ICS re-
sponse for array 6 as a function of the calibration sequence
and in black the ICS response model. In general, the model
describes the data with good accuracy over the whole flight
for all the arrays. The percent difference between the model
and the data is around 2%. A few exceptions for which the
model does not match very well the data are visible in Figure
12 and they are mainly related to the temperature instabili-
ties after the recycling of the cryostat. This mainly affects
the ICS response reconstruction for the first 2 Jupiter obser-
vations (around the calibration sequence 200 in the Figure).

Template correlation coefficeints (ai)
cos(4xhwpang) -0.604594
sin(4xhwpang) 0.481638
90-elevation -0.395260
altitude 0.240485
T300 -0.224808
TM1 -0.260774
Tfen -0.332954
T77norm 0.145752

Table 4: Correlation coefficients of the different templates included in
the ICS array-averaged response model for array 6 shown in Figure 12
and defined in Sec. 4.3

4.4 Noise

4.4.1 Noise levels and spatial distribution

As we can see on table 5 , the noise levels between 10 and
20Hz that we measured were of the order of 1016W/

p
(Hz)

during ground tests. Figure 13 show a map of the high fre-
quency noise. Overall, the values measured for this flight
remain of the same order as those observed on the ground.
The map shows that the matrices 5 and 6 have a noise level
very much lower than the other matrices. We also observed
this same characteristic during ground tests. Since the detec-
tors of the matrix assemblies are manufactured in the same
way, the only possible explanation for this spatial distribu-
tion of noise comes from the way in which the matrices are
connected. Indeed, the matrices 5 and 6 are connected to the
same buffer which is responsible for the multipleaxing and
the amplification of the signal (similarly for the matrices 1-
2, 3-4, 7-8). This observed noise difference for the matrix
pair 5-6 is therefore probably related to specific characteris-
tics of the buffer unit to which they are connected. This is
still under investigation, in order to try to improve the noise
characteristics of other arrays as well in the future.

4.4.2 Noise power spectra

For each of the dies operating during the flight we calculated
the power spectrum of the noise in each executed scenes. As

Anna Mangilli - PILOT  05/12/2017
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La région BICEP : pourquoi c’est intéressant?

L’empreinte des ondes gravitationnelles de l’inflation dans le fond diffus cosmologique 

Planck : signal mesuré par BICEP est dû à l’émission polarisée des poussières  
[Planck&BICEP2 Collaborations PRL 114 (2015), Planck Collaboration PIPXXX A&A (02/2016), 
Planck Collaboration PIPL A&A(03/2017),  Planck Collaboration PIPLIV (sub. A&A 2018)]

Emission polarisée des poussières 
galactiques : facteur limitant pour 

la détection des ondes 
gravitationnelles primordiales dans 

le CMB



Detector responses

Precisely measure the detector response variations 
is crucial for polarisation 

8 G. Foënard et al.

Bidon
Fig. 6: Focal plane image of the background as derived in flight for one observing session obtained during night observations. The four arrays
on the left (resp. right) belong to the TRANS (resp. REFLEX) focal planes, such that arrays 6 and 4 (or 2 and 8) are optical conjugates. In this
representation, elevation increases towards the top-left and cross-elevation increases towards the top-right corner of each focal plane. The same
convention and array numbering is used for all figures of the paper.

ized. In flight the fraction of polarization is similar to that
observed on the ground, but not the direction of polariza-
tion.

Figures 9 and 10 show variations of the signal observed
on each pixels for array 7 as a function of HWP positions
respectively for flights 1 and 2. These signal variations were
fitted by the following equation:

S =
1
2
(I ±Qcos4w ±U sin4w) (5)

were w is the fast axis of the HWP with respect to the
scan direction. I,Q,U are the fitted Stokes parameters in the
instrument reference frame. The minus sign is used for the
focal plane in transmission and the plus sign for the focal
plane in reflection.

The adjusted curves are shown in blue in the figures 9
and 10. We can see that for the first flight, pixels along
the edges of the focal plane show unexpected polarization
curves that cannot be fitted with the equation 5. This was
already seen in ground calibrations, and was due to reflec-
tionw by the image field stop. As shown in figure 10, the
increase in the size of the field stop between the two flights
has been effective since the polarization curves at the edge
of the matrices now show a behavior similar to that observed
for the rest of the pixels of the matrix. This study was also
used to determine the bad pixels for each matrix consider-
ing that those that showed abnormal polarization curves are
considered as failing.

4.3 Detector response

What we call detector response is the ability of a bolometer
to convert a flux variation into an electrical signal variation.
The detector response can vary with time because of many
different effects as e.g. background polarization, tempera-
ture variation, change in elevation. It is extremely important
to precisely measure this variations to calibrate the data. We

estimate the detectors response variations over both flights
by using the Internal Calibration Source (ICS). The ground
calibration tests have shown that the ICS flux is directly pro-
portional to the squared power dissipated therein (AM: Add
ref to ground test paper?). The response of the bolometer
to the ICS is thus defined as:

rICS =
D ICS

on�off Rre f I2
re f

hRon(hIoni2 �hIoffi2)i , (6)

where D ICS
on�off is the ICS signal difference in ADU units be-

tween the ICS on and off, averaged for each calibration se-
quence which typically accounts for ' 5 on-off. In practice

for each array and each calibration sequence D ICS
on�off

hRon(hIoni2�hIoffi2)i
is the 16x16 response matrix, where Ron is the ICS-on resis-
tance, hIon(off)i2 is the squared ICS on(off) current averaged
over each ICS sequence. Rre f = 300W and Ire f = 1.8mA are
the reference resistance and current used for normalization.

We apply a low-pass filter to all ICS data to correct for
amplitude drifts and we remove the residual atmospheric
emission in each timeline using a correlation with point-
ing elevation. In order to remove the effects associated with
the time constants of the bolometers, samples are removed
at the beginning and end of each ICS sequence. Also, we
only consider the ICS sequences when the half wave plate
is not moving and we discard the truncated ICS sequences
with less than 4 on-off (AM: This is the case for flight2,
OK also for flight1?). Fig. 11 shows the variations of the
array-averaged detector response to the ICS for the TRANS
focal plane arrays (array 2 and 6, top) and the REFLEX fo-
cal plane arrays (array 4, 7 and 8, bottom) during the sec-
ond flight. Step-like variations are clearly seen in both focal
planes with opposite shape as they are due to the background
polarization (see Sec. 4.2.2) which varies for different obser-
vations with different half wave plate positions. In general,
we observe that matrix 6 has the best response, being ' 25%
more responsive than Arrays 2 and 8. The variations in the
array-averaged response over time are between 3 and 4% for
all arrays.

We construct a linear model to reproduce the response
behavior for the whole Flight2. We consider a nine param-

[ADU], dim=[16,16,8,Nseq_calib]

• Temporal detector response variations:  Internal Calibration Source (ICS) 
ICS response:
The ground calibration tests have shown that the ICS flux is directly proportional to the squared 
power dissipated therein

• Spatial detector response variations: Atmosphere 
 Atmospheric response:
Atmosphere decorrelation from sky-dips or over the whole flight 
The response is the slope of this correlation

Flight2 observations are done at varying elevation: redundant scan angle + better constrain 
of the detector response variation.

Anna Mangilli - PILOT  05/12/2017



Current data processing: atmospheric response map corrected for 
time variations using the ICS signal

Data Calibration

Sources of response variations:

• Change in elevation
• Temperature variations
• Instrumental background polarization
• …

PILOT in-flight performance 9

Bidon
Fig. 7: Variation of the background signal as a function of the HWP for all arrays during one observation of the second flight. The square modulation
of the ICS signal is visible on all arrays. The sine curve with opposite phase on the TRANS and REFLEX arrays is due to the polarization of the
instrumental background emission.

Bidon
Fig. 8: Histogram of the polarization angle y (left) and polarization
fraction p (right). The black, red and blue lines show the curves for all
pixels and the TRANS and REFLEX pixels respectively.

R(x,y, t) =
ratmo(x,y)

(rICS(x,y))normatmo
rICS(t) (7)

We construct a linear model to reproduce the response
behavior for the whole Flight2. We consider a nine param-
eter model with the following parameters: cosine and sine
of the HWP angle, elevation, altitude, the focal planes tem-
perature T300, the primary mirror temperature TM1, the en-
trance window temperature Tfen and the 77K screen tem-
perature T77. The array averaged ICS response model is de-
fined as:

rmodel
ICS =

Nparams

Â
i

ai
xpi

hxpii
+ const, (8)

where xpi is the template of a given parameter measured and
averaged for each calibration sequence.

Figure 12 shows in green the array-averaged ICS re-
sponse for array 6 as a function of the calibration sequence
and in black the ICS response model. In general, the model
describes the data with good accuracy over the whole flight
for all the arrays. The percent difference between the model
and the data is around 2%. A few exceptions for which the
model does not match very well the data are visible in Figure
12 and they are mainly related to the temperature instabili-
ties after the recycling of the cryostat. This mainly affects
the ICS response reconstruction for the first 2 Jupiter obser-
vations (around the calibration sequence 200 in the Figure).

Template correlation coefficeints (ai)
cos(4xhwpang) -0.604594
sin(4xhwpang) 0.481638
90-elevation -0.395260
altitude 0.240485
T300 -0.224808
TM1 -0.260774
Tfen -0.332954
T77norm 0.145752

Table 4: Correlation coefficients of the different templates included in
the ICS array-averaged response model for array 6 shown in Figure 12
and defined in Sec. 4.3

4.4 Noise

4.4.1 Noise levels and spatial distribution

As we can see on table 5 , the noise levels between 10 and
20Hz that we measured were of the order of 1016W/

p
(Hz)

during ground tests. Figure 13 show a map of the high fre-
quency noise. Overall, the values measured for this flight
remain of the same order as those observed on the ground.
The map shows that the matrices 5 and 6 have a noise level
very much lower than the other matrices. We also observed
this same characteristic during ground tests. Since the detec-
tors of the matrix assemblies are manufactured in the same
way, the only possible explanation for this spatial distribu-
tion of noise comes from the way in which the matrices are
connected. Indeed, the matrices 5 and 6 are connected to the
same buffer which is responsible for the multipleaxing and
the amplification of the signal (similarly for the matrices 1-
2, 3-4, 7-8). This observed noise difference for the matrix
pair 5-6 is therefore probably related to specific characteris-
tics of the buffer unit to which they are connected. This is
still under investigation, in order to try to improve the noise
characteristics of other arrays as well in the future.

4.4.2 Noise power spectra

For each of the dies operating during the flight we calculated
the power spectrum of the noise in each executed scenes. As

Anna Mangilli - PILOT  05/12/2017



[The PILOT Collaboration, Foënard et al. 2018]

★ In-flight good optical quality and nominal 
resolution

PILOT − In-flight performances

2.3’ FWHM

• In-flight measured PSF on Jupiter is 2.25’ ±0.15, sims 2.31’±0.07

In-flight Jupiter PSF

PILOT in-flight performance 7

Fig. 2: Characteristics of the PSF obtained on Jupiter crossings during flight#2. The left and right pannels show the evolution of the minor and
major axisrespectively as a function of crossing number. The different colors correspond to the different crossings in front of the focal plane
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Fig. 3: Top: Images of Jupiter obtained with array 2(left) and 6(right)
during one of the observing sequence of the planet. Middle: Map ob-
tained on array 2(left) and 6(right) from signal simulated using the
actual pointing (see text). The scan direction is shown by the dashed
white line. Bottom: Circular average profile of the PSF measured on ar-
ray 2(left) and array 6(right). The black curve in solid line corresponds
to measurements from the observations on Jupiter during Flight#2. The
dashed blue curve is derived from a timeline simulation using the PSF
from the modelling of the optical system with zemax [?]. The dash-
dotted red curve is obtained from the simulation using a PSF approxi-
mated with a Gaussian function. Each PSF has been normalized by its
maximum value.

absorption in the lens located just in front of the focal plane.
The sglightly lower values observed for array 6 with respect
to its optical conjugate on Figure 4 are likely due to system-
atic uncertainties in the ground test photometric calibrations
for that array.

Fig. 4: Focal plane image of the background as derived in flight#1 for
one observation. The four arrays on the left (resp. right) belong to the
TRANS (resp. REFLEX) focal planes, such that arrays 6 and 4 (or 2
and 8) are optical conjugates.

4.2.2 Background polarization

Fig. 5: Variation of the background signal as a function of the HWP for
all arrays during one observation of flight#2. The square modulation of
the ICS signal is visible on all arrays. The sine curve with opposite
phase on the TRANS and REFLEX arrays is due to the polarization of
the instrumental background emission.

Figure 5 show variations of the signal observed on each
arrays as a function of HWP positions determined by using a
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★ In-flight background has a similar shape but is a 
factor ~2 stronger than ground measurements. 
Polarized at 4-10 % level

★Variation of the detector responses due to 
polarized background & atmosphere variations. 
Modelled and corrected to better than 2 %

★Pointing offset varies during flight. Pointing 
model constructed from elevation + 
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+ Significant improvements in ongoing analyses
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(hereafter B2K; Montroy et al. 2003), which took place in
January 2003. ROMA is part of a full end-to-end data analy-
sis pipeline for B2K, completely developed in Rome, and its
details will be described elsewhere.

The plan of this paper is as follows. In Sect. 2 we derive the
least-squares equations for multidetector map-making; then in
Sect. 3 we describe the details of the implementation, while
in Sect. 4 we report application of ROMA to highly realis-
tic B2K simulated data. Finally, in Sect. 5, we draw our main
conclusions.

2. Polarised data map-making

In this section we derive the Generalised Least Squares (GLS)
equations for the polarised map-making problem, given an ar-
bitrary number of polarimeters. With “polarimeter” we mean,
here and in the following, a generic detector measuring total
intensity plus a linear polarisation component. Other types of
detectors do exist and rely on different strategies to measure
polarisation. We prefer to focus on the linear polarimeter case
because of its widespread adoption. In any case it should be
straightforward to generalise this scheme once the data model
is properly modified.

The sky signal seen by a polarimeter can be expressed
as (Chandrasekhar 1960)

D = 1
2
(I + Q cos 2ξ + U sin 2ξ) , (1)

where I, Q, and U are the Stokes parameters for total intensity
and linear polarisation, and where the angle ξ identifies the po-
larimeter orientation with respect to the chosen celestial frame.
Note that we do not include the contribution of circular polari-
sation, associated to the Stokes parameterV. As a consequence,
a V signal would be seen by our polarimeter as a contribution
to I. This fact, however, is not a problem in CMB science, be-
cause circular polarisation is not generated by Thomson scat-
tering of unpolarised radiation.

All three relevant Stokes parameters can be extracted by
either combining the output of many detectors with different
mutual orientation or by allowing enough focal plane rotation.
The data stream output of a given detector is a combination of
sky signal and instrumental correlated noise

Dt =
1
2
Atp
(
Ip + Qp cos 2φt + Up sin 2φt

)
+ nt. (2)

Here index t labels time, while p runs over the pixelized images
of I, Q, and U. Pointing matrix Atp couples the time and pixel
domains. Information about beam smearing can, in general, be
included in this matrix. We prefer, however, to assume that A is
pointwise (i.e. a single nonzero entry per row that occurs when
a pixel falls into the line of sight) and to hide the beam in the
I, Q, and U maps (i.e. we solve for a pixelized beam-smeared
image of the sky). This is only meaningful if the beam is, to
good approximation, symmetric with respect to boresight and
common to I, Q, and U; see Armitage & Wandelt (2004), for
an algorithm that takes the effect of an asymmetric beam into
account. In Eq. (2) nt represents a vector of correlated noise.

By inserting the trigonometric functionswithin the pointing
matrix and considering a set of k polarimeters, one can recast
Eq. (2) into a more compact formalism:

Dt = AtpSp + n, (3)

where the datastreams of each polarimeter are combined as

Dt ≡

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

Dt
1

...
Dt

k

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
,

and the generalised pointing matrix becomes:

Atp ≡
1
2

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

A1tp cos 2φtA1tp sin 2φtA1tp
...

...
...

Aktp cos 2φtAktp sin 2φtAktp

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.

Similarly, the sky signal can be expressed as

Sp ≡

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

Ip
Qp
Up

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ ,

while the noise stream is:

nt ≡

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

n1t
...
nkt

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.

Equation (3) defines a generic linear algebra problem whose
unknown parameters (the map pixel values) can be constrained
by means of the standard GLS solution (e.g. Lupton 1993)

S̃p =
(
AtN−1A

)−1
AtN−1D, (4)

with

N ≡ ⟨ntnt′ ⟩ =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

〈
n1t n1t′
〉
· · ·
〈
n1t nkt′
〉

...
. . .

...〈
nkt n1t′
〉
· · ·
〈
nkt nkt′
〉

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
, (5)

where ⟨·⟩ denotes the expectation value. The N matrix becomes
block diagonal when assuming that the noise in different po-
larimeters is uncorrelated:
〈
nitn

j
t′
〉
=
〈
n jt n

i
t′
〉
= 0 (i ! j) . (6)

We defer the actual implementation of Eq. (4) to the next
section.

The treatment above is clearly idealistic; however, it is pos-
sible for the formalism to incorporate correction for a nominal
level of cross polarisation, one of the most common system-
atic effects occurring in CMB polarimetry. Cross-polarisation
occurs because of cross-talk between the two orthogonal po-
larisation modes; that is, a polarimeter may be sensitive, with
efficiency χpol, to radiation linearly polarised 90◦ off its natu-
ral polarisation mode. If we assume that the cross-polarisation
contamination is measurable (by on-ground and/or in-flight
tests) and is constant across the mission lifetime, the formal-
ism expressed above can be generalised to take this effect into

• Data: combination of sky signal + correlated noise
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(hereafter B2K; Montroy et al. 2003), which took place in
January 2003. ROMA is part of a full end-to-end data analy-
sis pipeline for B2K, completely developed in Rome, and its
details will be described elsewhere.

The plan of this paper is as follows. In Sect. 2 we derive the
least-squares equations for multidetector map-making; then in
Sect. 3 we describe the details of the implementation, while
in Sect. 4 we report application of ROMA to highly realis-
tic B2K simulated data. Finally, in Sect. 5, we draw our main
conclusions.

2. Polarised data map-making

In this section we derive the Generalised Least Squares (GLS)
equations for the polarised map-making problem, given an ar-
bitrary number of polarimeters. With “polarimeter” we mean,
here and in the following, a generic detector measuring total
intensity plus a linear polarisation component. Other types of
detectors do exist and rely on different strategies to measure
polarisation. We prefer to focus on the linear polarimeter case
because of its widespread adoption. In any case it should be
straightforward to generalise this scheme once the data model
is properly modified.

The sky signal seen by a polarimeter can be expressed
as (Chandrasekhar 1960)

D = 1
2
(I + Q cos 2ξ + U sin 2ξ) , (1)

where I, Q, and U are the Stokes parameters for total intensity
and linear polarisation, and where the angle ξ identifies the po-
larimeter orientation with respect to the chosen celestial frame.
Note that we do not include the contribution of circular polari-
sation, associated to the Stokes parameterV. As a consequence,
a V signal would be seen by our polarimeter as a contribution
to I. This fact, however, is not a problem in CMB science, be-
cause circular polarisation is not generated by Thomson scat-
tering of unpolarised radiation.

All three relevant Stokes parameters can be extracted by
either combining the output of many detectors with different
mutual orientation or by allowing enough focal plane rotation.
The data stream output of a given detector is a combination of
sky signal and instrumental correlated noise

Dt =
1
2
Atp
(
Ip + Qp cos 2φt + Up sin 2φt

)
+ nt. (2)

Here index t labels time, while p runs over the pixelized images
of I, Q, and U. Pointing matrix Atp couples the time and pixel
domains. Information about beam smearing can, in general, be
included in this matrix. We prefer, however, to assume that A is
pointwise (i.e. a single nonzero entry per row that occurs when
a pixel falls into the line of sight) and to hide the beam in the
I, Q, and U maps (i.e. we solve for a pixelized beam-smeared
image of the sky). This is only meaningful if the beam is, to
good approximation, symmetric with respect to boresight and
common to I, Q, and U; see Armitage & Wandelt (2004), for
an algorithm that takes the effect of an asymmetric beam into
account. In Eq. (2) nt represents a vector of correlated noise.

By inserting the trigonometric functionswithin the pointing
matrix and considering a set of k polarimeters, one can recast
Eq. (2) into a more compact formalism:

Dt = AtpSp + n, (3)

where the datastreams of each polarimeter are combined as

Dt ≡

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

Dt
1

...
Dt

k

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
,

and the generalised pointing matrix becomes:

Atp ≡
1
2

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

A1tp cos 2φtA1tp sin 2φtA1tp
...

...
...

Aktp cos 2φtAktp sin 2φtAktp

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.

Similarly, the sky signal can be expressed as

Sp ≡

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

Ip
Qp
Up

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ ,

while the noise stream is:

nt ≡

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

n1t
...
nkt

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.

Equation (3) defines a generic linear algebra problem whose
unknown parameters (the map pixel values) can be constrained
by means of the standard GLS solution (e.g. Lupton 1993)

S̃p =
(
AtN−1A

)−1
AtN−1D, (4)

with

N ≡ ⟨ntnt′ ⟩ =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

〈
n1t n1t′
〉
· · ·
〈
n1t nkt′
〉

...
. . .

...〈
nkt n1t′
〉
· · ·
〈
nkt nkt′
〉

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
, (5)

where ⟨·⟩ denotes the expectation value. The N matrix becomes
block diagonal when assuming that the noise in different po-
larimeters is uncorrelated:
〈
nitn

j
t′
〉
=
〈
n jt n

i
t′
〉
= 0 (i ! j) . (6)

We defer the actual implementation of Eq. (4) to the next
section.

The treatment above is clearly idealistic; however, it is pos-
sible for the formalism to incorporate correction for a nominal
level of cross polarisation, one of the most common system-
atic effects occurring in CMB polarimetry. Cross-polarisation
occurs because of cross-talk between the two orthogonal po-
larisation modes; that is, a polarimeter may be sensitive, with
efficiency χpol, to radiation linearly polarised 90◦ off its natu-
ral polarisation mode. If we assume that the cross-polarisation
contamination is measurable (by on-ground and/or in-flight
tests) and is constant across the mission lifetime, the formal-
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• Optimal map-making, largely validated for polarisation 



The Scanamorphos map-making
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Tool initially developed to subtract low-frequency noise from Herschel-PACS and SPIRE 
data both correlated drifts (from thermal fluctuations) and flicker noise 

algorithm described in 2013PASP..125.1126R and
principles: 

1) assumption that the astrophysical signal is invariant 

2) exploiting all the available redundancy (Flight 2 scanning strategy)

3) no explicit filtering and no noise model ! 

4) all multiplicative effects (flatfield) must be corrected beforehand 

iterative process to subtract the (additive) drifts on successively smaller timescales 
recorded signal R = time-invariant sky emission S  
+ atmosphere + additive drifts D (low-f noise) + white noise + glitches (high-f noise) 

R(t, b, ⍺(t)) = S(p, ⍺) + Daver(t) + Dindiv(t, b) + HF(t, b) 

[H. Roussel, 2013] 

 by Hélène Roussel

variables: time t, bolometer b, pixel p, analysis angle ⍺ (from HWP position + parallactic angle)



In-flight optical performances
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• In-flight measured PSF on Jupiter is 2.25’ ±0.15, sims 2.31’±0.07

• In-flight good optical quality and nominal resolution

In-flight Jupiter PSF

PILOT in-flight performance 7

Fig. 2: Characteristics of the PSF obtained on Jupiter crossings during flight#2. The left and right pannels show the evolution of the minor and
major axisrespectively as a function of crossing number. The different colors correspond to the different crossings in front of the focal plane
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Fig. 3: Top: Images of Jupiter obtained with array 2(left) and 6(right)
during one of the observing sequence of the planet. Middle: Map ob-
tained on array 2(left) and 6(right) from signal simulated using the
actual pointing (see text). The scan direction is shown by the dashed
white line. Bottom: Circular average profile of the PSF measured on ar-
ray 2(left) and array 6(right). The black curve in solid line corresponds
to measurements from the observations on Jupiter during Flight#2. The
dashed blue curve is derived from a timeline simulation using the PSF
from the modelling of the optical system with zemax [?]. The dash-
dotted red curve is obtained from the simulation using a PSF approxi-
mated with a Gaussian function. Each PSF has been normalized by its
maximum value.

absorption in the lens located just in front of the focal plane.
The sglightly lower values observed for array 6 with respect
to its optical conjugate on Figure 4 are likely due to system-
atic uncertainties in the ground test photometric calibrations
for that array.

Fig. 4: Focal plane image of the background as derived in flight#1 for
one observation. The four arrays on the left (resp. right) belong to the
TRANS (resp. REFLEX) focal planes, such that arrays 6 and 4 (or 2
and 8) are optical conjugates.

4.2.2 Background polarization

Fig. 5: Variation of the background signal as a function of the HWP for
all arrays during one observation of flight#2. The square modulation of
the ICS signal is visible on all arrays. The sine curve with opposite
phase on the TRANS and REFLEX arrays is due to the polarization of
the instrumental background emission.

Figure 5 show variations of the signal observed on each
arrays as a function of HWP positions determined by using a

Simulations



Pointing 

Pointing & focal plane geometry: 

- The Estadius stellar sensor information is corrected for an offset based on comparison 
with the Herschel image (250 μm) on compact bright sources 

- Pointing+focal plane geometry model (elevation + exapodes temperature) describes 
the offset evolution at better then 1’ over the whole flight

Anna Mangilli - BXB 09/11/2017

Orion A
contours: Herschel 



J.-Ph. Bernard, LLR, June 26 201745

In-Flight Background
In-Flight Background

Ground Background (attenuated)

In-flight background stronger than expected 
background polarization unexplained 
Important impact for future missions

This is also observed by other experiments, e.g. EBEX, maybe NIKA2, …

In-flight background

Anna Mangilli - PILOT  05/12/2017
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Fig. 6: Focal plane image of the background as derived in flight for one observing session obtained during night observations. The four arrays
on the left (resp. right) belong to the TRANS (resp. REFLEX) focal planes, such that arrays 6 and 4 (or 2 and 8) are optical conjugates. In this
representation, elevation increases towards the top-left and cross-elevation increases towards the top-right corner of each focal plane. The same
convention and array numbering is used for all figures of the paper.

Fig. 7: Variation of the array-averaged background level on the TRANS (top) and REFLEX (bottom) focal planes during the first flight. Colours
indicate different arrays. The vertical dashed lines indicate boundaries between different observations.

focal plane in transmission and the plus sign for the focal
plane in reflection.

The adjusted curves are shown in blue in the figures 10
and 11. We can see that for the first flight, pixels along
the edges of the focal plane show unexpected polarization
curves that cannot be fitted with the equation 5. This was
already seen in ground calibrations, and was due to reflec-
tionw by the image field stop. As shown in figure 11, the
increase in the size of the field stop between the two flights
has been effective since the polarization curves at the edge
of the matrices now show a behavior similar to that observed

for the rest of the pixels of the matrix. This study was also
used to determine the bad pixels for each matrix consider-
ing that those that showed abnormal polarization curves are
considered as failing.

4.3 Response

What we call detector response is the ability of a bolometer
to convert a flux variation into an electrical signal variation.
The bolometer response is calculated as follows:

• In-flight background has a similar shape but is a factor ~2 stronger with respect to 
ground measurements

• The background is polarized (unknown reason) at 4-10%level 

In-flight 
(due to the
 instrument)

Ground
(due to 
atmosphere)

• Dedicated observation to precisely constrain the instrumental background polarization



Detector responses

Precisely measure the detector response variations 
is crucial for polarisation 

8 G. Foënard et al.

Bidon
Fig. 6: Focal plane image of the background as derived in flight for one observing session obtained during night observations. The four arrays
on the left (resp. right) belong to the TRANS (resp. REFLEX) focal planes, such that arrays 6 and 4 (or 2 and 8) are optical conjugates. In this
representation, elevation increases towards the top-left and cross-elevation increases towards the top-right corner of each focal plane. The same
convention and array numbering is used for all figures of the paper.

ized. In flight the fraction of polarization is similar to that
observed on the ground, but not the direction of polariza-
tion.

Figures 9 and 10 show variations of the signal observed
on each pixels for array 7 as a function of HWP positions
respectively for flights 1 and 2. These signal variations were
fitted by the following equation:

S =
1
2
(I ±Qcos4w ±U sin4w) (5)

were w is the fast axis of the HWP with respect to the
scan direction. I,Q,U are the fitted Stokes parameters in the
instrument reference frame. The minus sign is used for the
focal plane in transmission and the plus sign for the focal
plane in reflection.

The adjusted curves are shown in blue in the figures 9
and 10. We can see that for the first flight, pixels along
the edges of the focal plane show unexpected polarization
curves that cannot be fitted with the equation 5. This was
already seen in ground calibrations, and was due to reflec-
tionw by the image field stop. As shown in figure 10, the
increase in the size of the field stop between the two flights
has been effective since the polarization curves at the edge
of the matrices now show a behavior similar to that observed
for the rest of the pixels of the matrix. This study was also
used to determine the bad pixels for each matrix consider-
ing that those that showed abnormal polarization curves are
considered as failing.

4.3 Detector response

What we call detector response is the ability of a bolometer
to convert a flux variation into an electrical signal variation.
The detector response can vary with time because of many
different effects as e.g. background polarization, tempera-
ture variation, change in elevation. It is extremely important
to precisely measure this variations to calibrate the data. We

estimate the detectors response variations over both flights
by using the Internal Calibration Source (ICS). The ground
calibration tests have shown that the ICS flux is directly pro-
portional to the squared power dissipated therein (AM: Add
ref to ground test paper?). The response of the bolometer
to the ICS is thus defined as:

rICS =
D ICS

on�off Rre f I2
re f

hRon(hIoni2 �hIoffi2)i , (6)

where D ICS
on�off is the ICS signal difference in ADU units be-

tween the ICS on and off, averaged for each calibration se-
quence which typically accounts for ' 5 on-off. In practice

for each array and each calibration sequence D ICS
on�off

hRon(hIoni2�hIoffi2)i
is the 16x16 response matrix, where Ron is the ICS-on resis-
tance, hIon(off)i2 is the squared ICS on(off) current averaged
over each ICS sequence. Rre f = 300W and Ire f = 1.8mA are
the reference resistance and current used for normalization.

We apply a low-pass filter to all ICS data to correct for
amplitude drifts and we remove the residual atmospheric
emission in each timeline using a correlation with point-
ing elevation. In order to remove the effects associated with
the time constants of the bolometers, samples are removed
at the beginning and end of each ICS sequence. Also, we
only consider the ICS sequences when the half wave plate
is not moving and we discard the truncated ICS sequences
with less than 4 on-off (AM: This is the case for flight2,
OK also for flight1?). Fig. 11 shows the variations of the
array-averaged detector response to the ICS for the TRANS
focal plane arrays (array 2 and 6, top) and the REFLEX fo-
cal plane arrays (array 4, 7 and 8, bottom) during the sec-
ond flight. Step-like variations are clearly seen in both focal
planes with opposite shape as they are due to the background
polarization (see Sec. 4.2.2) which varies for different obser-
vations with different half wave plate positions. In general,
we observe that matrix 6 has the best response, being ' 25%
more responsive than Arrays 2 and 8. The variations in the
array-averaged response over time are between 3 and 4% for
all arrays.

We construct a linear model to reproduce the response
behavior for the whole Flight2. We consider a nine param-

[ADU], dim=[16,16,8,Nseq_calib]

• Temporal detector response variations:  Internal Calibration Source (ICS) 
ICS response:
The ground calibration tests have shown that the ICS flux is directly proportional to the squared 
power dissipated therein

• Spatial detector response variations: Atmosphere 
 Atmospheric response:
Atmosphere decorrelation from sky-dips or over the whole flight 
The response is the slope of this correlation

Flight2 observations are done at varying elevation: redundant scan angle + better constrain 
of the detector response variation.

Anna Mangilli - PILOT  05/12/2017



• Temporal detector response variations:  Internal Calibration Source (ICS) 

The model matches the data with good accuracy (2%) over the whole flight

• Spatial detector response variations:  
Atmosphere: extended and not polarized used to determine the detector response 
flat-field.

29 hrs

Array 6

Data calibration

Anna Mangilli - BXB 09/11/2017

- Step-like variations due to polarized background & atmosphere variations
- Linear model parameters: HWP, elevation, altitude + temperatures as e.g. the focal planes temperature and 

the primary mirror temperature



from Skydips 
atmospheric 
correlation slope (p1)

TRANS REFLEX

Atmospheric response

Anna Mangilli - PILOT  05/12/2017

from atmospheric 
correlation slope 
over the whole flight

normalized (to the FP-average) response
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Residual polarization

Residual polarization on an unpolarized planet mesures the data calibration accuracy
preliminary polarization results Jupiter, not destriped

Residual polarization on an unpolarized planet measures 
the response accuracy  
The residual polarization measured through aperture 
photometry on Jupiter is ΔP/I=3%

2’

PILOT Intensity map 
of Jupiter

The residual polarization measured through aperture photometry on Jupiter is 

ΔP/I ~ 3%

Significant improvement expected, more detailed calibration analysis on-going



 Flight2 observations

- Galactic plane: L0, L30 (1h30)

- Star forming regions: 

Orion, Rho-Oph. , Musca (10h)

- Large Magellanic Cloud (6h)

- Diffuse region: BICEP field (5h)

- Planets: Saturn & Jupiter (1h)

BICEP

LMC

Musca

Rho-Oph

Orion

L30
L0
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The dust polarization

• Dust grains are elongated and spinning
• Major axis aligned perpendicularly to the magnetic field  

Measuring the dust polarization allows to measure the magnetic field orientation
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